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Intro 1
●Who I am
●Little studio history
●Why mobile focus
●Lead-up to slothcycling



Sam Coster









What would I do if I were 
going to be dead in a year?



Life through a design lens
● Do I really want to do this?
● Does this make me fulfilled?
● Is this worth my scarce time?



My house is on fire
The cat fell into a woodchipper
My wife’s water broke

Exercise & Self-care
Relationships
Planning for retirement
That game you’re making

Twitter, all social media
99% of emails, phone calls
Interruptions
Correcting that troll on youtube

Watching Netflix
Reading for fun
Browsing Reddit
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Mouse Benefits
Work from a bed!
Work from a chair!
Work while being poisoned!



Seth, game programmer





 7 minutes to generate.

 4 minutes to walk across.





WOOHOO NOT DEAD!



Oh crap... not dead!





Adam, PhD
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What if…
we didn’t have an inventory?



We had 3 million players
and could reach none of them.



●Email capture
●Cloud saves
●Save bridge from PC to Mobile
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Differentiation within a genre is 
not nearly as good as standing 

out from your genre



What can we do to stand out?















Watch this.





+ Mailmerge
for google sheets









“No matter what happens, it won’t 
change anything.”







“I’m on vacation until…”







131,000 units in 10 days





374,157 units since Launch
350,000 BscotchID accounts

DICE Mobile GoTY nomination

TIME mag Top 10 Games of 2016

TouchArcade GoTY 2016





If you’re not dead, 
you’re not done.

sam@bscotch.net @bscotchshenani


